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The University of Dayton Lifelong Learning Institute (UDOLLI) began 22 years ago as the University of Dayton Institute for Learning in Retirement or UDILR. Since 2004 we have been a proud member of the Osher Lifelong Learning Network, a group of more than 100 institutes across the country dedicated to meeting the needs of adult learners over 50 years of age who wish to gather for the joy of learning and personal fulfillment.

**OUR MISSION STATEMENT**

The purpose of the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Dayton is to offer adults 50 years or better a wide variety of seminars based on the peer-learning concept and designed to be intellectually stimulating in an informal and noncompetitive environment.

**We are a community**
We are adults with wide-ranging interests in art, current events, health and fitness, history, literature, music, religion and science. A curriculum committee works with the executive director of the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education to select our curriculum on the basis of member requests, the expertise of moderators, variety and balance. Moderators include University of Dayton (UD) professors and community professionals who lead peer-to-peer informal lecture and discussion seminars that meet once a week for two hours, for four to eight weeks. The summer session is two one-day sessions.

**Our seminars are noncredit**
There are neither tests nor grades, nor educational requirements. Participation is essential, ranging from keeping up with assigned readings and contributing to seminar discussion to sharing the results of one’s own research. A majority of the seminars are held in the 1700 South Patterson Building and others on the UD main campus, with a few at off-site locations such as the Boonshoft Museum of Discovery. The map on pages 26-27 identifies the location of River Campus and other UD buildings.

**UDOLLI is a cooperative venture**
We rely on the contributions and participation, both in seminars and out, of each member. Members assist the executive director of the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education by moderating seminars, coordinating lecture series, leading small group discussions, organizing activities and volunteer projects, serving on the board of advisors and committees, acting as seminar liaisons, helping in the office and volunteering for all other tasks that keep us going.

**Becoming a member of UDOLLI is easy**
Registering for seminars is simple and convenient. Pages 50 and 51 give complete registration information and procedures. Once you register for a seminar, you automatically become a UDOLLI participating member for the current academic year. The term of membership conforms to the academic calendar, beginning in September and ending in June.

Friends of the Institute are individuals donating $80 or more each year to support UDOLLI’s goals; Life Members are individuals making a one-time donation of $2,000 or more; and Distinguished Service Life Members are individuals giving UDOLLI extraordinary service. Life and Distinguished Members may attend seminars at no cost.

We are part of the University of Dayton’s Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education which is directed by Julie Mitchell and sponsors lifelong learning programs and professional development. Founded in 1994 as the University of Dayton Institute for Learning in Retirement, we have grown from the original 98 members to more than 2,000 members.
Members’ benefits
As a UDOLLI member, you are invited to participate in UDOLLI activities and related continuing education-sponsored events such as the Duane W. Chapman Senior Symposium, Senior Fellows graduate/undergraduate audit program, New Horizons Music, Dayton Celebration Chorus and University programs. Page 45 gives more information about these programs.

As a UD community member, you are invited to participate in UD-sponsored activities such as lectures, recitals, and art and cultural events, and enjoy campus privileges such as use of the faculty, staff and graduate student Barrett Dining Room, Roesch Library and the RecPlex (membership fee required). You’re welcome to shop at the UD Bookstore and eat at the campus coffee bars or ArtStreet Café. For identification, you’ll use your name badge received upon registering for your first seminar.

You may qualify for a grant
If you meet certain financial criteria, you may qualify for a UDOLLI grant entitling you to enjoy all UDOLLI member benefits and attend seminars at no cost or a reduced cost. Call the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education at 937-229-2605 or 937-229-2347 for additional information.

Parking and RTA
During registration, you may request a permit to park on campus. If you need a parking permit, please select the appropriate boxes to indicate your parking needs. The fee is $30 per parking permit. If you have special parking needs, the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education will provide assistance. If you wish to ride the RTA, call RTA customer service at 937-425-8300 for schedule and senior discount information.

Are you interested in moderating a seminar?
UDOLLI is grateful to its volunteer moderators who share their knowledge and provide a comprehensive curriculum. Moderators become Friends of the Institute for the academic year in which they teach. They and their spouses can enjoy member benefits and may attend seminars during the year at no cost. If you are interested in learning more about becoming a moderator, UDOLLI would be happy to talk with you. Call the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education at 937-229-2605 or 937-229-2347 for more information.

For questions and additional information
UDOLLI is interested in helping you attain your lifelong learning goals. To read our brochure online, visit go.udayton.edu/udolli. For more information or to be added to our mailing list, please call the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education at 937-229-2605 or 937-229-2347.
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MONDAY SEMINARS

Back to the ’60s: Major Happenings  NEW
What a great and interesting decade the ’60s was. In this seminar we will see vintage footage of major events including presidential races, the civil rights movement, protest movement, the space race, the Vietnam War and the top songs of each year with snippets from major movies. Let’s not forget the participant feedback from their lives during this decade. Film footage, pictures, music, discussion and speakers will make this seminar a true educational experience.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Gary Ruff has taught over 35 seminars for the UDOLLI program, covering a variety of topics such as music, the Academy Awards, scary movies and others. He has degrees from Wright State University and the University of Dayton. His major was secondary teacher education with a concentration in social studies.

Photographers Today! A Photographic Art Appreciation Seminar  NEW
Take a look at some not-quite-so-famous others with a camera or cell phone in hand and their view of the world. We will be highlighting contemporary international photographers as well as local photographic artists, and featuring past and current trends, styles, values and the future of photographic images. This is also a look at “street photography” and selfies, and we will question if everyone today is a photographer. Several guest photographers will present their viewpoint and favorite subject matter, speaking on aviation, news media, nature, history, fine art and digital possibilities.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Marvin Christian has been a commercial photographer for more than 60 years and photo editor for six local history books and since 2012 has presented UDOLLI seminars on Dayton history and famous photographers. He has served as president of Aviation Trail Inc. since 2004 and is a trustee on the National Aviation Heritage Area board. He is a past president of the Dayton Advertising Club (AAF Dayton), and he is a recipient of the American Advertising Federation Silver Medal Award for Lifetime Achievement.

American Film Noir Part 2: The Good, the Bad and the Warped  NEW
We will watch and discuss the following six film noirs: The Big Heat, Born to Kill, They Live by Night, In a Lonely Place, On Dangerous Ground and Black Angel. These are dark and cynical films made after World War II about rage, romantic obsession, greed and betrayal. To avoid interrupting the film, there will be no scheduled breaks. However, participants would be advised to take a break as needed.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Michael McFadden earned a B.S. in education (1967) and M.A. in history (1971), both at the University of Dayton. He taught English and social studies at Chaminade High School in Dayton from 1967 to 1973 and was a trainer at Metropolitan Insurance from 1979 to 1984. As a film buff, he has seen over 200 noir films. In spring 2016 he moderated the American Film Noir seminar.

Circadian Arrhythmia  NEW
There are many reasons why a person, animal or plant may be, or feel, out of sync with the 24-hour natural rhythm others experience. These reasons can be explained objectively, and they do not have to be due to medical syndromes or disorders. Let us explore these and how to understand them and work with them. (Not to be confused with cardiac arrhythmia.)

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Enrique Romaguera has been leading Osher Lifelong Learning seminars on a variety of topics since 2002.

The Hidden Impact of Hearing Loss
We all know someone with hearing loss — perhaps it’s even you! This educational, informative and, yes, entertaining program is provided for people with hearing loss and their primary communication partners. Communication breakdowns can be challenging and frustrating! This seminar provides solutions to overcome these challenges and covers several topics: audiograms and technology; what causes communication breakdowns; helpful communication strategies; and typical coping behaviors (for example, pretending to understand when you don’t). As one participant commented, “I learned an incredible amount about a world I’ve lived in for 30 years, a world of which I was profoundly ignorant.”

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Required text: Hillcrest Hearing and Balance Center; moderator will supply the text.

Recommended: If seminar participants have a copy of their hearing test, please bring with you.

Cathy Kooser has a master’s degree in social work and is a licensed independent social worker with a severe to profound hearing loss. She developed this program as a result of her own personal struggles adjusting to her hearing loss. She has been teaching it since 1999 and thousands have participated. Ohio and Michigan use the program for their vocational rehabilitation consumers with hearing loss. Kooser wears a hearing aid and recently received a cochlear implant.

Dining in Dayton
Don’t miss this opportunity to meet some of Dayton’s leading restaurant owners, chefs, the Dayton Daily News business and food editor, a pastry expert and experience one of Dayton’s newest breweries. The 2016 fall UDOLLI program speaker panel includes a combination of your favorites. Each of these establishments has a distinguished reputation among the city’s “dining out” crowd. Their loyal customer base continues to be the catalyst for attracting new patrons over the years. You have
the opportunity to learn not only about the “old days,” but also the behind-the-scene stories of these respected Dayton eateries — and insights into the how, why and what is required to meet customers’ expectations. Come, hear what makes these fine eating restaurants, bistros, brewery, café and pastry shop successful.

**Sept. 19**  **El Meson**, Hispanic Restaurant  
*Speakers:* Bill Castro and Herman Castro  
**Pine Club**, One of the Great Steakhouses in the Country and a Landmark in Dayton  
*Speaker:* Dave Hulme

**Sept. 26**  **Ashley’s Pastry Shop**, Pastries for Any Season or Reason  
*Speaker:* Theresa Hammons  
**Cox Media Group — Dayton Daily News Restaurant Critic/Wine Editor**  
*Speaker:* Mark Fisher

**Oct. 3**  **Coco’s**, You Are Always Welcomed at Coco’s  
*Speaker:* Karen Wick-Gagnet  
**Rue Dumaine**, Americanized, Classically Styled French-Provençal Fare  
*Speaker:* Chef Anne Kearney

**Oct. 10**  **Dorothy Lane Market**, Fine Foods  
*Speaker:* Jerry Post, Director of Far Hills Store

**Oct. 17**  **Jimmie’s Ladder 11**, Pub Food and More, Formerly Jimmie’s Cornerstone Bar & Grill  
*Speakers:* Jimmie and Sue Brandell  
**Carillon Brewery**, An Introduction to One of the Tastiest Dayton Breweries  
*Speaker:* Alex Heckman

**Oct. 24**  **Mamma DiSalvo’s Authentic Italian Ristorante**, Family-owned Business  
*Speaker:* Bobby DiSalvo  
**Marion’s Piazza**, Serving Dayton’s Favorite Pizza for Over 45 Years  
*Speaker:* Roger Glass

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24  
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

*Pat Madden* is a long-term member of the UDOLLI, past president, curriculum chair and consultant. She will be the moderator for the seminar.

**Sam’s Favorites: The Groups**  
NEW  
Join me for six weeks and enjoy the music of some of my favorite groups: Creedence Clearwater Revival, Crosby, Stills and Nash, The Doors, The Eagles, Steely Dan and Train. Each seminar meeting will cover one group. In this seminar, we will learn a little about the artists and a lot about the songs, including how and why they were written.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24  
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

*Sam Kurtz* is a retired school administrator and has loved music all his life.
The Supremes: Judicial Hits or Flops?   NEW

In this new seminar, the moderators (three retired legal eagles) will facilitate analysis of selected United States Supreme Court cases which deal with controversial social, cultural, religious and political topics. Each seminar session will focus on court rulings that pertain to a discrete topic (such as the scope of the First, Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution). Your moderators, with active class participation, will then apply these rulings to attempt to predict how the Supreme Court may decide current hot-button constitutional questions (such as bathroom rights of transgender persons, use of drones and religious profiling to prevent domestic terrorism, and much more).

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

William MacMillan and Patrick Foley have teamed together frequently to present law-related issues in our seminars. Both men grew up in Dayton, graduated from the University of Notre Dame Law School and practiced law in Dayton for many years. These similar careers culminated in both men being elected as judges, first in the county court, and then in the Montgomery County Common Pleas Court. Now retired, they remain active in the community, especially with UDOLLI.

Now the team has expanded. Lawrence Burick, a retired Dayton attorney, joins MacMillan and Foley to present this new seminar. Burick graduated from Northwestern University Law School and practiced law in Dayton with Smith & Schnacke and then Thompson Hine law offices. During his career, Burick facilitated numerous legal seminars and workshops and published several articles in professional journals addressing a range of topics directed to clients and professional colleagues. For two years after his retirement, he served as an adjunct professor at the University of Dayton Law School, teaching bankruptcy law. Except when away at college and graduate school, Burick has resided in Dayton his entire life.

Alzheimer's Disease from the Caregiver’s Perspective

This seminar will deal with the entire Alzheimer’s caregiver experience: the events, challenges, coping methods and support available. The objective is to provide guidance to those who may face this challenge and to offer suggestions for relatives and friends in supporting the primary caregiver.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Bill Springer has a bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University and a master’s degree from the University of Dayton. In addition to a 40-year business career, he has been an adjunct faculty member at local colleges including UD. Recently he cared for his wife with Alzheimer’s for 10 years. During those years he regularly attended several Alzheimer’s bimonthly support groups. His insights will draw upon these experiences.

Pens of Power in Dayton, Ohio   NEW

This seminar provides an exploration into Dayton’s literary contributions. This unique city has been frequently broad-brushed as a “manufacturing city.” Little focus has been placed on its literary heritage or even its many printing facilities that abundantly produced impacting ideas for America. Examining Dayton’s past and present literary
status will involve visiting locally published writers and two ventures into the city of Dayton.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus
Seminar limit: 12

LaVerne Sci spent six years teaching on the high school and college levels, and two years as supervisor of curriculum for World Times of Japan in Tokyo. For 20 years, Sci served as the historic site manager of the Paul Laurence Dunbar State Memorial with the Ohio Historical Society. Her educational background includes Hampton University, Northwestern University, University of Phoenix and the University of Illinois.

Energy Alternatives: The Science Behind the Headlines  NEW

Alternative energy sources gained a substantial boost worldwide in recent years due to the concern for global warming and the realization that fossil fuels will not last forever. This seminar will discuss the science underlying the various “alternatives,” such as photovoltaic, fuel cells, wind power, nuclear power, hydroelectric and geothermal. We will start with a brief review of some basic physics concepts, including electromagnetic radiation, radioactivity and the properties of semiconductor materials. We will then describe how solar cells convert direct sunlight to electricity, review the physical principles of fission reactors, describe fuel cells operation and the use of hydrogen fuel, and review the technology of industrial-scale geothermal energy. Session summaries will be provided to the participants.

6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Moshe Oren is a Ph.D. physicist specializing in optics and solid state physics. He worked for over 35 years in industry, in the area of fiber optics communication, semiconductor lasers and LEDs, holography and display technology. He has produced numerous scientific papers and holds six patents.

The Francis Effect  NEW

Who is this man called Pope Francis? What effect has he been having not only within the Catholic Church but around the world and in and among diverse faith communities? How does he compare with previous popes in how he is imaging the mission and role of the Catholic Church in the 21st century? We will explore his life as documented in his own words and by various biographers. We will delve into his addresses, homilies, apostolic exhortations and encyclicals to grasp the prophetic challenge he offers the church, humanity and the world today!

4 Mondays, September 19 – October 10 (4 weeks)
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus


Sr. Angela Ann Zukowski, MHSH, D.Min, is a professor in the Department of Religious Studies and the director of the Institute for Pastoral Initiatives at UD. She has served as a member of the Pontifical Council for Social Communications at the
Vatican and the World

President for Catholic Communications. She is an international consultant for Catholic Communications and Innovation in Education.

**Agatha Christie: Queen of the Plot Twist  NEW**

Participants in this seminar will view three full-length movies (*And Then There Were None*, *Witness for the Prosecution* and *Appointment with Death*), as well as a “mystery” movie to be named later. It is recommended that participants read the novels/short stories on which these movies are based (all written by Agatha Christie and readily available), but it is not required. If you read any or all of them in advance of the movie showing, DO NOT reveal the ending to others. The focus of class discussion will be how Christie builds suspense and keeps the reader guessing the murderer’s identity. During the first session, we will cover Agatha Christie’s life.

**6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24**

**3–5 p.m. at River Campus**

**Recommended texts:** *And Then There Were None* (alternate title *Ten Little Indians*), “The Witness for the Prosecution” (short story) and *Appointment with Death* (a Hercule Poirot mystery). Try Amazon, bookstores or second-hand bookstores for variously priced versions.

**Mary Ann Gasior** has a Ph.D. in English literature and has taught at several local universities, as well as UDOLLI. She serves on the UDOLLI board of advisors, is an active member of the Jane Austen Society of North America — Dayton Region and recently attended the JASNA Annual General Meeting in Louisville, Kentucky.

**I Tried Opera!**

The purpose of this seminar is to acquaint students to opera ... particularly those who have never seen one or those who saw one or two but didn’t like it or didn’t “get it.” The culmination of the seminar will be attending Dayton Opera’s fall production (special ticket price, additional $10). No prior knowledge of music or opera required.

**6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24**

**3–5 p.m. at River Campus**

**Mike Taint** has been a member of the Dayton Opera Chorus since 1996, appearing in 60 productions with that company as well as the Sorg Opera, Opera Project Columbus and the Opera Fun-actics. He also appears in Dayton community theater musicals and plays. Taint retired from the USAF in 1998 and from industry in 2012.

**Woodland Cemetery and Arboretum**

Woodland Cemetery and Arboretum is celebrating its 175th anniversary in 2016. Discover the timeless beauty and fascinating history of Woodland and the lives of those resting peacefully within. Topics will include: historic overview, cemetery symbols and representations, street names of Dayton, doctors of Dayton, Woodland mausoleums and Dayton Woman’s Club.

**6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24**

**3–5 p.m. at River Campus**

**Angie Hoschouer** is the manager of development and marketing at Woodland Cemetery and Arboretum. She was a longtime volunteer there before joining the management staff. Her association with the cemetery dates back to the burial of
many ancestors beginning in 1858. She enjoys local history and telling the stories of those who made it great in Dayton.

**History of Hitler’s Empire Part II**  **NEW**

This seminar will cover the time Hitler was in power from 1933 to 1939 and include the story of Germany’s radical reshaping and Hitler’s drive to prepare Germany for war.

**6 Mondays, September 19 – October 24**

3–5 p.m. at River Campus

*Terry Martin* is retired from Coca-Cola USA. He majored in history and is a book collector and seller of used books.

---

**TUESDAY SEMINARS**

**Community Connectivity: Moving from Ideas to Action**  **NEW**

Community Connectivity: Moving from Ideas to Action seeks to foster greater intergeneration engagement, and more engagement of an older, more educated and experienced segment of the population in general, as we seek to address a myriad of challenges and opportunities. Over the course of the fall session, this seminar series will present six of the more unique and compelling community-sector projects in the Dayton region, each of which is looking to tap into the expertise of UDOLLI members in some capacity. Moderated by Peter Benkendorf, founder of The Collaboratory, Dayton’s Civic Innovation Lab, each session will be followed by an optional discussion over lunch with the presenter and moderator.

**6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25**

9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

*Peter Benkendorf* is the founder of The Collaboratory (daytoncollaboratory.org), an independent, nonprofit, civic innovation lab located on Courthouse Square. He has spent the past 30 years unleashing the potential of people, organizations and physical assets by fostering imagination, connectivity and action. A highly conceptual thinker, catalyst and implementer, his experience spans brand development, product development, marketing and civic engagement in the corporate, advertising, consulting and community sectors.

**Jesus in Luke’s Gospel**

This seminar focuses on Jesus in his ministry, death and resurrection, as he is presented in Luke’s Gospel, with its special emphasis on Jesus’ forgiveness, his prayer and concern for the poor, and his relationship with women. These reflections on the Jesus of 2,000 years ago enable us to perceive better who the risen Christ is for us today, and how we can more fully follow him in our contemporary world.

**6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25**

9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Recommended: Bring a New Testament to class.

*Dr. William Roberts* is professor emeritus of theology at the University of Dayton. He is the author/editor of 15 books and has taught in the UDOLLI since 2003.
**Baseball Films: A Window to Our Culture and History**  NEW

We will screen both independent and major studio baseball documentaries and feature films that cover a wide range of social and cultural issues, as well as relevant historical period pieces that paint a picture of baseball as an important and influential part of America's cultural landscape. Examples of topics to be covered will be the importance of the Negro Leagues, legend versus fact, dreams of youth, cultural assimilation in the U.S., historical comedy, scapegoating and overcoming disability.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

**Al Turnbull** has been a baseball film collector for many years, with over 250 titles in his collection, from silent films up to current films. He also is interested in all aspects of baseball art and literature. Turnbull is a member of the Green Diamond Gallery, The Baseball Reliquary, the National Baseball Hall of Fame and the Reds Hall of Fame.

**John Bierman** has been a movie fan for 60 years and has presented film genres at UDOLLI for many years, including Quebec Cinema, American Westerns, Civil War Films, Gangster Movies as well as Great Baseball Movies.

**Enhancing One's Personal Life**

Jim Faulconer is back with his highly rated seminar Enhancing One's Personal Life. Over the past century we have learned much about our inner life, standing on the shoulders of giants in psychology and philosophy. We will reflect on their major insights and how they can make our lives more meaningful.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Seminar limit: 25

**Jim Faulconer** is a retired minister and counselor. He was the director of the Shelby County Mental Health Clinic for 13 years.

**Introduction to Apple iPhone**

This seminar is for beginning-level Apple iPhone users who want to learn more about the features of this remarkable smartphone. Topics covered include instructions and tips on how to use many of the basic features that are standard on every iPhone (Messages, Calendar, Contacts, Settings, Maps, Control Center, Camera, Photos and the App Store). All participants must bring an iPhone (4s or later) updated with the latest operating system (iOS) to each seminar.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Seminar limit: 20

Special equipment: iPhone 4s or later with current iOS

**John Bramhall** is retired from the Ohio Air National Guard, active in the Dayton area ballroom dance community, a former computer programmer and longtime iPhone, iPad and Mac user.
Learning from Others: The Power of Public Deliberation

Using the National Issues Forums process, interactive deliberation and participatory classroom discussion will be guided by experienced moderators on the following six issues:

**Sept. 20**
Climate Choices: How do we weather the effects of global warming?

**Sept. 27**
Making Ends Meet: How should we spread prosperity and improve opportunity?

**Oct. 4**
The New Science of Food: Facing up to our bio technology choices.

**Oct. 11**
Health Care: How should we do more to reduce costs and get the care we need?

**Oct. 18**
End of Life: What should we do for those who are dying?

**Oct. 25**
How should we reduce obesity in America?

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Seminar limit: 25

Required text: The issue books will be supplied prior to the first seminar session.

Advance preparation: Participants are encouraged to read the first issue book prior to the first seminar session.

**Carol Farquhar Nugent** serves as president of the National Issues Forums Institute. She is a former executive director of Grantmakers in Aging, with extensive experience in philanthropy.

**Bill Muse** is president emeritus of the National Issues Forums Institute. He has a Ph.D. in business administration and 40 years of experience in higher education.

Let’s Learn More Zentangle

This is an updated version of the beginning-level Zentangle seminar. There will be some new patterns taught and new ways to enjoy this meditative art form. By focusing on patterns (tangles) one stroke at a time, each student will create unique small works of art while achieving a sense of peace through the process. Some of us never thought we could draw, but through Zentangle, we learned that we can!

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus
Seminar limit: 20

Seminar Fee: $10

Required supplies: Kits will be provided by the moderator.

**Peg Farmer** has been a Certified Zentangle Teacher (CZT) since 2010 and enjoys sharing it with other UDOLLI participants. She has been involved with UDOLLI as a student, seminar liaison and moderator since 2004. Her work experience was in social service, as well as public and private administration. In addition to Zentangle, her
interests include reading, experimenting with different art forms, playing the Native American flute and supporting the Dayton Dragons.

Components of Fitness
Each week we will look at a different component of fitness, its guidelines and how to integrate it with your own program. We will examine cardio, strength, endurance, balance, flexibility and stability.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
12:30–2:30 p.m. at Personally Fit, 3578 Kettering Blvd., Suite 300
Seminar Limit: 15

Becky Cobb is co-owner and president of Personally Fit, a Dayton-based personal training and wellness center that has been in the fitness business for more than 25 years. She is a certified personal trainer through the American College of Sports Medicine. She also holds certification in the Functional Movement Screen.

The Dayton Soldiers’ Home / Dayton VA
History is coming alive at the Dayton VA Center. Starting with the original Dayton Soldiers’ Home, many firsts have occurred there, including the first Catholic chapel built by government, nationally recognized integrated rehabilitation programs for Civil War vets and the beginnings of our current Veterans Administration.

The OSU Master Gardener Volunteers, in conjunction with the VA and The American Veterans Heritage Center, are restoring 12 of 25 acres at the historic Grotto, uncovering 150-year-old brick walkways and performing many of the same tasks performed by Civil War veterans years ago.

Sept. 27 The legacy of Abraham Lincoln and his role in starting the Dayton Soldiers’ Home. Dayton VA in its heyday — why it was the spot to be.
Oct. 4 Restoration of the VA, including the updates to the Grotto. Presentation at the Protestant Chapel — where it was and where it is, and then a walking tour in the gardens.
Oct. 11 The men and women through history that have left their mark on the Dayton VA and how the VA has left its mark on Dayton. What is next at the Dayton VA?
Oct. 18 A bus tour of the grounds and the AVHC museum and video.
12:30–1:20 p.m. Group 1 bus – Group 2 museum
1:30–2:20 p.m. Group 2 bus – Group 1 museum
4 Tuesdays, September 27 – October 18 (Note: start date one week later)
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus or Dayton VA

Sue Howorth retired in 2010 from NCR, where she held a number of positions, many of which involved doing customer presentations. She holds a B.S. from Miami University in mathematics and a Master of Computer Science from the University of Dayton. She became a certified OSU Master Gardener Volunteer in 2011 and has been involved in the Grotto project from the beginning.

Susan Pearson held a variety of positions in Dining Services at her alma mater, the University of Dayton. Retiring in 2004, she has yet to find the life of leisure. Working at a local garden center part time and volunteering with the Grotto project as a certified OSU Master Gardener Volunteer (2005) allows her to combine her two addictions, gardening and history.
Travel Adventures 2016
Join fellow UDOLLI members as they describe their travel adventures to both domestic and foreign destinations. In addition to visiting scenic locales in the southeastern United States, you will have the opportunity to see historic cities along the Baltic Sea and in Central Europe. Less commonly visited sites will include Antarctica, Patagonia and Turkey. You will be able to view beautiful and informative photography and learn some of the history, culture and political circumstances of these locales. At the beginning of the seminar, a listing and short description of the six trips will be made available.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Bob Evers is a native Ohioan who received his baccalaureate degree from the University of Dayton and his doctorate from Notre Dame. He retired from the Air Force Research Laboratory after 38 years as a research chemist and also served as an adjunct faculty member at Wright State University. He traveled widely during his working years and in retirement, particularly to Europe but also to Asia, South America and Africa. Evers has served as moderator of this travel seminar for the past seven years.

Build the Business of Your Dreams  NEW
Do you own a business or have you considered going into business for yourself? Do you remember why you went into business in the first place ... before it became a daily fight for survival? Or are you looking to take your business to greater heights? Come to this participatory series and learn specific strategies to build the business of your dreams. First, gain a bird's-eye view of how to build a successful business. Then learn details such as how to increase profits through sales, marketing and customer service; work fewer hours by systematizing your business; and develop an awesome team.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Michael Barnes has a Ph.D. from the University of Cincinnati. He spent 12 years at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital where he built the Cincinnati Biobank, which is transforming how we understand diseases of childhood. He then spent 1.5 years as director of laboratory operations at Assurex Health, a clinical genetic testing company that is transforming treatment of patients with ADHD, PTSD and depression. He is currently a certified business coach and owner of Barnes Business Coaching, an ActionCOACH franchise.

Railroad Empire  NEW
The new, exciting technology of railroads brought the developing United States together in the 19th century as never before by providing modern transportation and communication. It was also the growth industry of the century and created more jobs than any other industrial component. Modern management methods developed with far-flung organizations with many different skill requirements. It was also the time of the railroad barons, watered stock and union strikes. The seminar will also examine the growth and decline of railroads and interurbans in the Miami Valley. From embryonic
growth to the golden age to the decline of rail, this seminar will provide a gripping overview of the railroad industry.

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

**Paul Cooper** is a retired Air Force pilot with a fascination with 19th century United States frontier history. He is a graduate of the University of Washington and has a master’s degree in history. Railroads have always interested him, beginning with the stories his grandfather told him of his 40 years working for the Wabash. In addition to the many seminars on aviation and frontier history that he conducts for UDOLLI, he serves on the board of trustees for the Air Force Museum Foundation and gives frequent tours at the museum.

**Car Crazy: American Car Culture of the 1950s and 1960s**

For most postwar and baby boomer retirees — both men and women — the automobile was integral to coming of age. Indeed for these folks, now mostly retired, the car evoked both freedom and endless horizons of discovery. This seminar will explore the highlights of what many consider the golden age of the American automobile — the late 1940s through the late 1960s — through a focus on the major design and technological changes that helped shape today’s motorcar; an overview of both the domestic and emergent import car market during these years; the film, TV and song that nurtured car culture during the period; the ways and means through which cars were advertised and marketed; and the major personalities that dominated automotive engineering, sales and consumer protection during this era. Importantly, this seminar will provide an opportunity for interaction among seminar participants — those who have actually lived America’s car-crazy culture and continue to cherish memories of that period.

Session 1 — Those Were the Days! Some Assumptions Regarding American Car Culture
Session 2 — A Retrospective on the Domestic and Import Motorcar Marketplace: 1949-1969
Session 3 — Growing Up in American Car Culture & Making Life Decisions
Session 4 — Movers & Shakers: Some Important Personalities in Car Culture in the '50s & '60s
Session 5 — American Car Culture in Film, TV and Song
Session 6 — Are the Good Times Over? “Religious Pilgrimages” and the Future of the Automobile

6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
3–5 p.m. at River Campus

**Dr. Ed Garten** retired from the University of Dayton in 2007 and was named a dean emeritus. He is currently the vice president of the Society of Automotive Historians. Since 2004 he has served as a collector car judge with Dayton’s Concours d’Elegance at Carillon Park.

**Investing for Today’s Climate**  **NEW**

The road to financial independence series:

**Tuesday, September 20**

**Rules of the Road Presentation** — We will cover how to avoid making mistakes, investing strategies and how to reach your investment goals.
Outsmart the Scammers — Learn important strategies to help protect yourself and the ones you love.
Tuesday, September 27
Retirement: Making your Money Last — We'll discuss strategies designed to help you work toward fulfilling your retirement expectations.
Women’s Retirement Outlook — Specifically tailored for women who have transitioned to retirement.
Tuesday, October 4
College: Getting There From Here — How to make college a reality for your children and grandchildren. Strategies to help you reach your goal.
Health Care and Your Retirement — Traditional medical expense, Medicare and long-term care expense strategies will be discussed.
Tuesday, October 11
Outlook and Opportunities — Perspective on the economy, recent stock market activity, your asset allocation, preparing for volatility and opportunities in today's market.
Tuesday, October 18
Protect What You've Worked For — We will share proactive ways to address key risks we all encounter and strategies to help prepare for the unexpected.
Tuesday, October 25
Preparing Your Estate Plan — Creating your will; the benefits of trusts in estate planning. How to reduce your taxes and how insurance can help protect your family. Local estate attorney.
W. Michael Conway will be present to answer questions.
6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Ron Solada, AAMS, is a financial adviser with Edward Jones Investments. His tenure with the firm is over 12 years, and his office is located in Kettering. Solada is married and has three grown children.

Inside Dayton Athletics
This six-week seminar will entail a comprehensive focus on University of Dayton athletics, including the challenges that we face in intercollegiate athletics, the student-athlete experience, staying compliant, the role of our coaches and academic support, along with social media and technology.
6 Tuesdays, September 20 – October 25
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Angie Russell is a Division I women's basketball coach with six years of experience, including three years at UD. She currently serves as associate athletics director and holds a master's degree in athletic administration and a bachelor's degree in communications.

Great Decisions 2016
Great Decisions is America's largest discussion program on world affairs. This fall's seminar will feature speakers on topics including developments in the Middle East
(ISIS, Kurdistan); migration issues; Korea; the future of the United Nations; climate change; and Cuba.

8 Tuesdays, September 20 – November 8
3–5 p.m. at River Campus


Dr. Thomas Martin, Sinclair Community College professor emeritus, organizes the Great Decisions speakers for the Dayton Council on World Affairs.

WEDNESDAY SEMINARS

Creating Modern Diplomacy, Balance of Power and World Order: Part II
NEW

Part I is not required. We will examine, among other topics, Italian and German Unification; Otto von Bismarck; Russo-Japanese War; Kaiser Wilhelm II; Tsar Nicholas II; Balkan Instability; The New Balance of Power; The Rise of Nationalism; Assassination at Sarajevo; World War I; The Sick Man of Europe; Woodrow Wilson; Lenin; The Russian Revolution; Versailles Treaty; The League of Nations; Joseph Stalin; The Great Depression; Adolph Hitler; The Munich Peace Conference; World War II; FDR; Winston Churchill; Pearl Harbor; Ike; MacArthur; United Nations; Atomic War; The Cold War; NATO; Birth of Israel; Korean War; Mao; The Berlin Wall; The Cuban Missile Crisis; Vietnam; Nixon and China; Reagan and Gorbachev; The European Union; Afghanistan; 9/11; Iraq War; ISIS.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Shearl J. Roberts is a native Daytonian. He holds a B.A. in history from the University of Dayton (1953), a Juris Doctor from the University of Cincinnati (1958) and a Master of Science from American College (1983). He served as editor of the University of Cincinnati Law Review and president of the Dayton Bar Association. Roberts practiced law in Dayton from 1958 to 2003. He served as a first lieutenant in the U.S. Army Infantry (1954-1958) and a volunteer at the National Museum of the United States Air Force.

Creating Photo Books with iPad and Shutterfly Photo Story

This seminar will teach intermediate iPad users how to create printed photo albums and books on the iPad using the free app Photo Story by Shutterfly. Participants will spend the seminar creating their own projects, using photos from both their printed and digital collections. Considerable class time will be devoted to individual projects with guidance from instructors. The goal will be to produce and order electronically a printed book from Shutterfly (approximate cost $35), a great Christmas gift opportunity!

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Seminar limit: 15

Required: iPad with camera, email account and beyond beginner level using iPad.
Individuals should have taken and downloaded pictures, organized them in albums and be familiar with the photo app that comes on iPad.

**Mary Riordan** is a retired educator, guidance counselor and technology consultant. She currently serves on the UDOLLI board of advisors as curriculum co-chair. Riordan has been an Apple enthusiast since 1983.

**Creative Writing Workshop**
Creative Writing Workshop will offer participants an opportunity to present their work to the class for group discussion on how the piece can be improved with emphasis on positive reinforcement as well as how the work can be raised to the next level. Instruction will be given as manuscripts present the need. Given time restraint and factoring the size of the class, it is reasonable to expect one turn to read per participant, with full discussion afterward.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Seminar limit: 20

**Nancy Pinard** is the author of two published novels and numerous short stories and essays. She has an MFA from Queens University of Charlotte in North Carolina and has made repeat appearances teaching creative writing at the Antioch Writers’ Workshop, Mad Anthony Writers Conference, Sinclair Community College and UDOLLI.

**With Liberty and Justice for All: Ethics and the Political Economy**  NEW
We all probably know the slogan from our Pledge of Allegiance. But we differ in how we understand both terms — “liberty” and “justice” — and their implications in the political/economic order. And we disagree on how to promote them, and how to resolve conflicts between them. This seminar will explore the differing ethical underpinnings of various approaches to achieving “liberty and justice for all.” There will be some overlap with a seminar offered in spring 2010 (Capitalism: An Ethical Inquiry), but this seminar features largely new material.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

**Bob Reece** is professor emeritus at Wright State University. His doctorate is in religious studies with a concentration in ethics, and he taught in Wright State’s religion department and in the medical school.

**Vietnam War Experiences of Combat Veterans**
These are the firsthand experiences of combat veterans that served in the United States military in the Republic of Vietnam. Each soldier has a personal story to relate concerning the ordeal endured during his or her tour(s) of duty in Vietnam. From the triple-canopy jungle and mountains of I Corps to the rice paddies of IV Corps in the Mekong Delta, here is where “duty, honor and country” were put to the test each and every day. Come hear the true stories of what our veterans did to follow the orders of commanders and politicians trying to keep communism from spreading its diabolical tentacles into this country. You may want to bring tissues.
James Miller is a former U.S. Army CW2 (Chief Warrant Officer two), Distinguished Flying Cross recipient and 2004 inductee in the Ohio Military Hall of Fame for Valor. He was an aircraft commander of a UH-1D (Huey) helicopter with the 336th Assault Helicopter Company located at Soc Trang Army Airfield in Sóc Trăng, Vietnam. After his return from Vietnam he served as a helicopter instructor pilot at Fort Wolters, located at Mineral Wells, Texas. Upon leaving the military in January 1970, Miller began a career in the adhesive-coated label stock industry, working for Kimberly-Clark/Brown-Bridge where he had the distinction of being the product manager that introduced the United States Postal Service to the pressure-sensitive postage stamp we still use today. After retiring from industry, Miller used his commercial pilot’s license to fly helicopters for a number of companies as the chief pilot. He is a graduate of Capital University (Columbus, Ohio) and speaks to civic, military, school and fraternal organizations about his military experiences.

History of Classical Music Part 5
We’ll begin the modern era (late 19th into 20th century) and study the works of the Eastern European symphonic composers Bruckner, Mahler and Richard Strauss, then proceed to the Italian opera composers Ponchielli, Puccini, Mascagni and Leoncavallo. Major historic events of the modern era will be noted as well as biographies of the composers and examples of their works through CDs and DVDs.

Franklin Lewis, J.D., received his bachelor’s degree from Case Western Reserve University and his Juris Doctor from The Ohio State University Michael E. Moritz College of Law. He served as trustee for the Cleveland Institute of Music (1988-96) and as secretary and associate general counsel for the East Ohio Gas Co., from which he retired in 1995. He also served as assistant director of law (public utilities) for the city of Cleveland until his retirement in 2004. He currently serves on the boards of UDOLLI, Temple Israel and the Dayton Performing Arts Alliance.

The History of American Politics and Recent Political Events
Pat Flanagan and Dennis Lieberman will present the history of politics in America and its application to the current political environment. Flanagan is a former chair of the Montgomery County Republican Party. Lieberman is the former chair of the Montgomery County Democratic Party. The seminar will be approached from their two unique perspectives.
Montgomery County Board of Elections and a current Clayton City Council member. His wife Debbie is a current Montgomery County commissioner.

**Genealogy is Fun!**

Seminar participants will learn what genealogy is, how to use standard forms for recording information, types of records available, how and where to do research, proper research techniques, how the Internet can help, genealogy software options and opportunities for volunteering in order to help others.

**6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26**
**12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus**

*Lori Rotterman* has been doing her own genealogy since the early 1980s. She currently works at the Dayton Metro Library in the special collections department, which includes genealogy and local history. She has served a number of roles in the Montgomery County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society including education chair, corresponding secretary, vice president and president and is the coordinator for their annual all-day educational seminar featuring a nationally known speaker.

**Setting Personal and Professional Boundaries**

Life happens in a moment. How we respond in the key moments of our lives defines who we are. Learning to respond more authentically is a basic requirement for living our personal truth. Knowing how, when, where and with whom to say “yes” and “no” is a learned skill most of us were not taught. In this seminar we will learn the definition of “boundary,” discuss setting personal and professional boundaries and learn the importance of doing or not doing so. We’ll differentiate between speaking and not speaking one’s personal truth … what the consequences might be. There will be opportunities to actually do some boundary-setting using examples. Knowing one’s self is a lifelong process. Some helpful hints about nurturing self-awareness will also be included. There will be lecture, discussion, participation … and FUN! You will receive some very helpful handouts.

**6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26**
**12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus**

**Seminar limit:** 25

*Mary Bajus*, a registered nurse for 40 years, has provided psychotherapy to individuals, couples and families. Bajus is an adjunct professor at Sinclair Community College, a certified Gestalt therapist and a certified marriage and family therapist. She has supervised and mentored mental health professionals from Sinclair Community College, Wright State University and Miami Valley Hospital. Bajus is a member of the Ohio Nurses Association and the American Nurses Association.

**Photography for Digital Single Lens Reflex Camera**

This seminar is NOT for owners of simple point-and-shoot cameras. Learn the basics of digital photography and how to master your digital SLR. The seminar will cover camera controls and options, lenses and other equipment, as well as exposure techniques, shutter speed and lens aperture, depth of field, white balance, digital processing and composition. A field trip is included. Access to a computer and the Internet is highly recommended.
6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Seminar limit: 25

John Sheehan retired from Wright-Patterson AFB in 2006 as the chief of ground safety for the Air Force Materiel Command. His active duty Air Force career included assignments in the United Kingdom and Turkey. He has taught photography in the Dayton area for over 20 years, conducting classes for the Greene County Career Center, Greene County Parks & Trails, the Dayton Metro Library system, Greene County Public Library and UDOLLI. He is the author of Gunsmoke: USAF Worldwide Fighter Gunnery Meet, published by Motorbooks International.

A Look Behind the Scenes of Opera  NEW

This seminar features six sessions studying the creation of opera productions and a look behind the scenes of the opera world. We will examine the three opera productions developed by Jim Slouffman for Queen City Chamber Opera in Cincinnati, Ohio. We will also watch DVD recordings of each of these finished stage works.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Jim Slouffman has been an artist and educator for more than 40 years. He received his BFA from Wright State University in 1972 and MFA from UC in 1976. He taught at the Art Academy of Cincinnati, NKU and UC Evening College prior to starting a lengthy tenure at Antonelli College. He now devotes most of his time between the two arts organizations he founded.

The Grateful Dead, Iconic Rock Band: Their Evolution, Their Music, Their Following, Their Resilience  NEW

This seminar will explore the musical and cultural world of the iconic rock 'n' roll jam band, the Grateful Dead. We'll examine the San Francisco psychedelic scene of the '60s that spawned the Dead. We'll track the various personnel that came and went as the band evolved. We'll study their eclectic repertoire — the various sources of their songs. We'll learn about their fans who traveled from concert to concert, “touring” with the Dead, becoming Deadheads. Finally, we'll investigate the band's cultural impact — and why there are over 500 Grateful Dead tribute bands globally keeping the groove alive!

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – November 2 (No seminar on October 12)
3–5 p.m. at River Campus

Richard Prigozen grew up in Dayton, graduating from Colonel White High School in 1961 and from OSU in 1966. He and his wife, Roberta, ran their own small business here until 2003. He has moderated three seminars for UDOLLI, surveying the classical guitar, its performers, composers and various national musical styles. He was introduced to the Grateful Dead by his elder daughter in the late 1980s and immediately became fascinated with their music, their cultural impact and their longevity. This fascination with the Grateful Dead continues today — motivating him to share their remarkable story.
Basic American Sign Language
This is a seminar designed to help students learn basic conversation and vocabulary in American Sign Language. Students should enjoy learning new signs and creative ways to learn to communicate with others. This is a basic level seminar and anyone can take it, even if you do not know sign language at all. We will do new vocabulary from the last class.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Seminar limit: 20
Judi MacLeod has been teaching for 23 years, and the last 17 have been at Chaminade Julienne. She is certified to teach special education including deaf and hard of hearing and elementary education, and she is National Board-certified. MacLeod has been teaching American Sign Language for the last 15 years. She is also the proud wife of Don and mother of four wonderful children: Jennifer, a sophomore at UD; Donald, a sixth grader; David, a fourth grader; and Daniel, a kindergartner.

Literature About Small Towns  NEW
This seminar will examine both the positive and the negative of small-town life. American literature is rich in its exploration of the small town — from poems to essays, from short stories to short story cycles, from novels to trilogies. As a microcosm for all the large questions we ask about the human condition, the small town provides material that reverberates far past the local and regional perspectives and out into the universal. Richard Russo’s Empire Falls will start us off, and then a variety of short works will take over, including Fitzgerald’s “Winter Dreams” and Hemingway’s “The Killers” and “Soldier’s Home.”

7 Wednesdays, September 21 – November 2
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Required Text: Richard Russo’s Empire Falls is available used or new, in both paperback or hardcover formats. Try Amazon, AbeBooks or Half Price Books. Shorter works will be provided in class, either online or as handouts.
Anne and Joe Pici have thoroughly enjoyed team-teaching many classes for UDOLLI. Joe is starting his 51st year teaching literature and creative writing at UD (but who’s counting?). Anne is retired after 30+ years teaching rhetoric and composition at UD, but still works as a freelance editor.

History of Science Fiction Part 2  NEW
This seminar will look at developments in science fiction in the media and arts from 1980 through the 2000s. The moderator will look at political, social and scientific developments during the time period, and the attendees will discuss three to four short stories from each decade. We will also view and discuss selected films from the time period and their use of special effects. You do not need History of Science Fiction Part 1 in order to take Part 2.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Required Text: Decades of Science Fiction by Applewhite Minyard, available from online used bookstores such as Alibris, Amazon, Powell's, etc. Buy used, not new, as used is more reasonably priced.

Janet Hess retired from teaching in 2007 after 36 years in junior high and high school classrooms, where she taught history and English. She still works occasionally as a substitute teacher in the Oakwood City School District. She received her B.S. in education from Bowling Green State University and an M.S. in education from Wright State University. She is a member and fearless leader of Syzygy, the Dayton area science fiction book club. She is also a member of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International, an honorary society for women educators.

Fred's Big Band Bash  NEW

Call it the swing era if you want, but it was the time of the big bands, when melody, harmony and rhythm were in perfect balance. Meet the leaders, the musicians and the vocalists. Relive over a hundred of the best songs from all of the top bands — sentimental ballads, patriotic tunes, novelty numbers and — perhaps best of all — tunes you could really cut a rug to. We'll look at some of the great artists not associated with a specific big band, including The Andrews Sisters and The Mills Brothers. We'll also learn how to jitterbug and wear a zoot suit.

Caution: Big band music has been known to cause uncontrollable foot tapping and spontaneous outbursts of singing. It may even provoke a tear or two.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – October 26
3–5 p.m. at River Campus

Fred Oliver is a retired Base engineer and lifelong music fan. He fell in love with '40s music after discovering Sirius XM radio several years ago. He's been a UDOLLI participant for the last five years and moderator for the last three. His six movie seminars got good reviews.

Unraveling Some Mysteries of the Universe  NEW

Some ancient mysteries, like eclipses, are now easily understood, whereas others, such as dark matter, continue to perplex. Dayton will experience a partial solar eclipse on August 21, 2017. We will examine the causes, frequency and historical significance of lunar and solar eclipses and what you can expect during Dayton’s upcoming eclipse. We will also examine how advancements in technology have shed further light on the mysteries of dark matter by processes such as gravitational lensing. Each session will include orientation to the night sky in the planetarium. Discussions of current astronomical topics will be allowed.

6 Wednesdays, September 21 – November 2 (No seminar on October 19)
3:15–4:45 p.m. at Boonshoft Museum of Discovery

Off-site Fee: $5

Cheri Adams is the director of the astronomy department at the Boonshoft Museum of Discovery and has been teaching astronomy at the museum for more than 20 years. This will be Cheri's 17th astronomy-themed course for UDOLLI. She first began teaching high school astronomy in rural Missouri after earning her Bachelor of Science in education at the University of Missouri at Columbia.
NOTE:
The Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education is located on the University of Dayton’s River Campus at 1700 South Patterson Blvd.

CODE BUILDING NAME
AE Albert Emanuel Hall
AL Alumni Hall
AN Anderson Center
AS ArtStreet
BC Bombeck Center
CH Chaminade Hall
FH Fitz Hall
GS Gosiger Hall
HM Humanities Center
KH Keller Hall
LB Liberty Hall
MG McGinnis Center
MH Miriam Hall
ML Marianist Hall
OA Olsen Athletics Performance Center
OR O’Reilly Hall
RK Rike Center
RL Roesch Library
RX RecPlex
SC Science Center (WH & SH)
SJ St. Joseph Hall
SM St. Mary’s Hall
TF Frericks Convocation Center
VK V.W. Kettering Complex
ZH Zehler Hall

1700 1700 South Patterson Bldg.
TAKING OUR CELL PHONE SELF-GUIDED TOUR.

Each building marked on the list below has a phone number included in our campus audio tour, which is accessible from any phone. Simply dial 937-229-2552 and when you hear the greeting, dial the building number followed by the pound (#) key.

You can dial a new building number at any time, and you can call back as many times as you’d like. If you’d like to leave feedback about the tour, press 0 followed by the pound (#) key at any time. Your comments are appreciated!

Like what you see? Come back and visit us again.

Schedule a campus visit at udayton.edu/visit.php.

Smoking policy questions can be submitted in writing to smoking@udayton.edu or by calling 937-229-3732.

Map copyright © 2007. Originally created by Springer Cartographics LLC. Map administrator - University Marketing.
The Evolution of Citizens’ Rights in America  NEW
The growth in citizens’ rights from 1776 to the present will be discussed. These rights are found in the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, certain federal laws and Supreme Court cases interpreting them. Typical topics include rights dealing with voting, education, criminal activity, marriage, Indians, property, speech, religion, arms, women’s civil and others.
6 Thursdays, September 22 – November 3 (No seminar on October 6)
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Alan A. Biegel is a 1963 graduate of the University of Dayton and a 1967 graduate of the Chase College of Law at Northern Kentucky University. He has practiced law in Montgomery County for 45 years and has previously moderated seminars for UDOLLI.

Country Rock  NEW
“It’s basically a Southern soul group playing country and gospel-oriented music with a steel guitar” was how Gram Parsons described what became known as “country rock.” While cross-pollination between rock and country has occurred throughout the history of both genres, the term is generally used to refer to the wave of rock musicians of the late 1960s and early 1970s who began to record country-flavored records. Besides Parsons, other country rock founders include The Byrds, Buffalo Springfield, Neil Young and Bob Dylan. We will follow the movement from these founders through its height of popularity in the 1970s with performers such as the Eagles, Emmylou Harris, Linda Ronstadt and The Band.
6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Walt Wurst has a BBA from the University of Kentucky (1970) and an MBA from the University of Dayton (1980). Retired after working for 35 years as a financial manager for the U.S. Air Force at Wright-Patterson AFB, Wurst is now able to spend more time on his lifelong affinity for all types of music of the 20th century. He has conducted four previous UDOLLI seminars on various music topics.

The Ever-Growing, Ever-Changing English Language  NEW
We will look at the history of the English language from the pre-English days of Celts and Romans, through Anglo-Saxon “Old English,” Norman “Middle English” and the origins of Modern English (yes, that includes Shakespeare). We will examine the influences of many languages upon the development of English, and see how American and British English came to a parting of the ways. Finally, we will see how English continues to grow and change as words and idioms come and go, taking on new and different meanings.
6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Rita Dushman Rich is a speech/language pathologist who is currently enjoying a state of semiretirement. She has a lifelong love of the English language, which, combined with her professional focus on communication and her enthusiasm for British history, leads her to preparing this seminar.
Selected Supreme Court Cases in Historical Context   NEW

Supreme Court decisions are better understood in historical context. The results of certain famous cases seem, sometimes, at odds with what might be expected when viewed from a contemporary perspective. The seminar will begin with a brief overview of documents related to our Constitution as well as the Constitution itself. Certain noteworthy cases will then be discussed in chronological order in an effort to demonstrate the interplay of events and beliefs existing at the time on the decisions rendered by the court. The seminar will cover several generalized eras: the early years, the “Jacksonian” era, pre- and post-Civil War, the “Lochner era,” WWI, the New Deal and WWII. Time permitting, more modern cases will be included. The overarching theme of this seminar is to try to understand interpretation of the Constitution in historical context. Lastly, please remember the study of constitutional law is a journey never complete. This seminar is only a starting point on that journey. No prior study of the Constitution of the United States is presumed or required.

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Advance preparation: A list of cases to be discussed will be provided in advance. The cases may be found online, free of charge.

Chuck Grove is a graduate of the University of Dayton School of Law (1981) and has been a trial lawyer with the Montgomery County Public Defender’s Office for nearly his entire career. He has litigated thousands of cases over three decades, many directly involving individual liberties as secured by both the federal and state constitutions, ranging from traffic to homicide cases. Among his hobbies is the study of the historical development of constitutional issues.

Discovering MetroParks

This program will introduce members to different types of parks in our system, from the formal settings of Cox and Wegerzyn and the serenity of Mrs. Aull’s garden to the wooded walks of Sugarcreek, the calm of the historical Carriage Hill MetroPark to the bustle of RiverScape and the 2nd Street Market. Our schedule is as follows:

- Sept. 22 — Cox Arboretum
- Sept. 29 — Carriage Hill
- Oct. 6 — Aullwood
- Oct. 13 — Wegerzyn
- Oct. 27 — Sugarcreek
- Nov. 3 — 2nd Street Market/RiverScape

6 Thursdays, September 22 – November 3 (No seminar on October 20)
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Betty Hoevel is an adult education coordinator for Five Rivers MetroParks. Her primary focus is on sustainable horticulture. She creates and delivers adult and family programs for Wegerzyn (and the Children’s Discovery Garden within Wegerzyn), Cox and Aullwood Garden MetroParks and constantly seeks new ways for gardeners to improve their garden and gardening skills, appreciate and contribute to the health of the environment and enhance the beauty of the Miami Valley — all while having a great time.
The Great War: New Perspectives
This seminar will begin by showing how paranoid fear of neighboring nations led to an arms race, entangling alliances and finally to the catastrophe of August 1914. It will then provide an account of how the war was fought on many fronts: France, Russia, the Balkans, the Middle East and several oceans. Key campaigns will be examined to show how propaganda generated at the time has continued to distort our perception of what really happened. Finally, the seminar will address Germany after the armistice and show how conditions eventually aided the rise of Adolph Hitler. The chaos unleashed in 1914 did not truly end until the unconditional surrender of Germany in 1945.

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Mark Cannon is a retired Ph.D. scientist with a strong interest in military history. Over the past 15 years he has moderated the seminars Napoleon, The American Revolution, The American Civil War, Major Campaigns of WWII, Carrier Aviation and Strategic Air Power.

20th Century Plays 4: Around the World
NEW
This new seminar examines traditions not covered in the three previous ones on 20th century plays. We will look at poetic drama (Murder in the Cathedral), metatheatre (Mother Courage and Marat/Sade), the Theatre of the Absurd (Rhinoceros), realism (“Master Harold” … and the Boys) and magic realism (Kiss of the Spider Woman) from American-English, Romanian-French, German, South African and Argentinian playwrights. In addition to lecture and discussion, portions of film adaptations will be shown when available. Please read “Master Harold” … and the Boys for the first seminar session (Note — not the first play written, but a straightforward, realistic work).

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Required texts:
— Murder in the Cathedral by T.S. Eliot
— Mother Courage and Her Children by Bertolt Brecht
— Marat/Sade (shortened title) by Peter Weiss
— Rhinoceros by Eugène Ionesco
— “Master Harold” … and the Boys by Athol Fugard
— Kiss of the Spider Woman (the play version NOT the novel) by Manuel Puig

All works are available used for 1 cent (plus postage) and in libraries.

Dr. Cecile Cary retired from Wright State University after 30 years teaching English language and literature courses. Her specialty was Shakespeare. Since retirement, she has moderated more than 10 seminars for the UDOLLI program, many on Shakespeare. Her most recent seminars have been on 20th century plays. She lives in Dayton, attends plays and concerts, and volunteers in a number of activities, among them reading plays for FutureFest.

Discover Your Watershed in Southwest Ohio
NEW
Southwest Ohio is blessed with abundant water! We have billions and billions of gallons of high-quality water available for our use. This seminar will discuss the
abundant water resources in the Miami Valley Watershed and the many organizations that are working to protect our water for the future. Many of our local streams and rivers and their tributaries all face detrimental threats from urban and suburban development, agricultural nutrient and stormwater runoff, sedimentation, invasive species and loss or lack of riparian habitat. These threats cause declines in the water quality of the region and could possibly affect the quality of the water we drink! Become involved as we discuss the issues of water quality and health to humans and wildlife. Two outdoor field trips are planned to watershed locations to experience your watershed firsthand!

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Mike Schumacher retired from Wright-Patterson AFB in 2013 after serving 36 years as an environmental, health and safety (EHS) manager for the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). As AFRL unit environmental coordinator he assisted to mitigate many environmental issues and compliance problems affecting AFRL and the Base. He remains active with the WPAFB Tree Commission and the WPAFB Natural Resources Group, helping lessen the impact of the emerald ash borer. He has served as a Greene County Master Gardener, creating and constructing several award-winning gardens in Fairborn and Kettering including the WPAFB Medical Center Diabetes Garden, which was awarded an International Master Gardener Excellence Award in 2013. Schumacher also volunteers as an Ohio Certified Volunteer Naturalist (OCVN) at several Greene, Clinton and Warren County parks. He has served 21 years as a Kettering volunteer firefighter, retiring in 1993 with the rank of captain and Station 32 commander. He currently serves as the volunteer administrator and co-founder of the Little Miami Watershed Network, a Citizens Watershed Action and Advisory Group formed in 2015 and located in Bellbrook.

Financial Success in Retirement

Many retirees are searching for strategies to help maximize income and minimize the risk of running out of money after their working years. Join us for informative discussions on topics including finding yield in the current low interest rate environment, the value of dividends in retirement, protecting assets through proper estate planning, maximizing Social Security retirement benefits and establishing a spending policy that balances your desired lifestyle with preserving assets for a retirement that could last over 30 years.

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
3–5 p.m. at River Campus

Seminar limit: 24

Dan Johnson serves as a wealth management adviser with the McDonald Rubins Johnson Group at Merrill Lynch located at Austin Landing. He focuses on partnering with individuals and their families to implement successful retirement strategies. Johnson is a business finance graduate of the University of Florida and has obtained the Certified Financial Planner designation.

The Papacy and the Bishops of Rome

The office of the bishop of Rome is usually traced all the way back to Peter in the first century — even though Jesus and those earliest of Christians were, in fact, a sect within Judaism. A religion separate from Judaism began in the late first century, many
years after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans. The papacy, a term applied to the bishopric of Rome, however, only goes back to the early Middle Ages. The modern term for the pope is the Petrine officer, or one who stands in the place of Peter, which serves to remind us that each pope is the direct successor of St. Peter.

In this seminar, we will look at how this leadership institution evolved as well as official portraits and biographies of many of the popes. We will also explore topics such as canon law, papal elections, papal statements, papal attire and the recent excavations into the tomb of St. Peter. Through the use of a video we will “visit” Vatican City, the smallest sovereign state in the world, and see St. Peter’s Basilica and the many museums contained therein, as well as the Basilica of St. Paul Outside the Walls. This seminar is NOT just for Catholics but for anyone who wants to know more about Rome and its bishops.

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
3–5 p.m. at River Campus

CarolAnn Cannon has been involved in adult faith formation in the Dayton area for more than 35 years. She received a Master of Arts in theological studies from UD in 1987 and is certified as both a catechist and a catechetical leader by the Archdiocese of Cincinnati. In addition to Papal History, her seminars have included The Old Testament, The New Testament, Christology, Crusades, Barbarians and the So-Called Dark Ages, and three seminars on the men and women of the 2,000 years of Christian history.

Beginners Guitar: A Workshop

Dust off that guitar that’s been in the back of your closet since 1965. Show the grandkids you’ve still got the moves! This six-week seminar is designed to be a jump start into playing basic chords, in standard tuning, to accompany singing. We will not be touching on music theory or in-depth fingerings although you may find yourself inspired to search into these things in the future.

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
3–5 p.m. at River Campus

Special equipment: Acoustic guitar and tuner

Seminar Limit: 15

Marsha O’Connor has been playing guitar for 35 years. She has enjoyed playing several instruments with the Hithergreen Strummers for the past 15 years.

Europe 103: History of Great European Cities — What Do All Those Ruins, Cathedrals, Churches, Palaces, Art Museums, Architectural Masterpieces ... Mean, Anyway?

The content of this seminar will provide meaningful historical context for the European traveler. In contrast to the comprehensive approach of Europe 101 and 102, this seminar will focus on the history of four to five great cities of Europe: Rome, Florence, Paris, London and Vienna. When, why and how were they founded? How did they become Western civilization’s principal centers of power, art, architecture and culture? What remains of various historical epochs? What are “must-see” and what sites are often overlooked?

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Bill Schuerman, Ph.D., retired from UD in 2013 after serving 28 years as vice president, dean and faculty member. For 27 of those years he taught courses in early Western civilization to undergraduates and served twice as a faculty member for UD’s summer study abroad program in Florence, Italy. He has been a UDOLLI moderator for 16 years. During this time his seminars have included Europe 101 and 102, Artisan Bread Baking and, most recently with his wife, Ann, Biking the Dayton Region’s System of Bike Trails. He and Ann travel and bike in Europe annually. Schuerman has been a member of the UDOLLI board of advisors since 2012.

Tennis Instruction

This seminar will focus specifically on the fundamentals of tennis. You will learn the forehand, backhand, volley, overhead and serve. This will include beginning, intermediate and advanced students.

6 Thursdays, September 22 – October 27
4–6 p.m. at the Oakwood Community Center, 105 Patterson Road

Seminar Limit: 16

Required equipment: Bring your tennis racket and be ready to play and have fun.

Oliver Davis is a graduate of the University of Dayton with an associate degree (1976) and a bachelor’s degree (1983) in mechanical engineering technology. He has been playing and teaching tennis for the past 35 years and has also coached tennis on the high school and collegiate levels.

FRIDAY SEMINARS

Key Events in American History: What Happened and Why it Still Matters  NEW

Each session will focus on separate key events in American history:

2. The Alamo, the annexation of Texas and the Mexican War.
3. The Gettysburg Address. The background and meaning of Lincoln’s famous speech.
4. Reconstruction and the Impeachment of Andrew Johnson. A review of the efforts to protect freed slaves and to reincorporate the South into the Union.
5. Custer and the Little Bighorn.
6. The Spanish-American War and America’s Path to Empire.

6 Fridays, September 30 – November 4 (Note: start date one week later)
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Mark Kingseed graduated from Miami University with a history/political science double major, cum laude (1976) and Georgetown Law School, cum laude (1979). He served as a litigation, labor and employment law attorney for 36 years and as mayor of Centerville from 2004 through 2015. He has presented UDOLLI seminars on World War I, World War II, Gen. George S. Patton, General John J. Pershing and General Douglas MacArthur.
Bring a MacBook Laptop and Learn Tips and Tricks  NEW
This seminar offers hands-on instruction for MacBook laptop users. You must bring
your Mac to every session. Instructors will be demonstrating with the latest operating
system, El Capitan, or OSX 10.11. Topics covered include: finding documents you
know are on the computer; linking your MacBook with an iPhone or iPad; setting
preferences that simplify activities; using unique features of Safari, Contacts and Mail;
organizing your photos; and iTunes. If you are uncertain about your equipment, call the
moderator before signing up for the seminar: Mary Riordan 513-502-4339.
6 Fridays, September 23 – October 28
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Seminar limit: 15
Mary Riordan is a retired educator, guidance counselor and technology consultant.
She currently serves on the UDOLLI board of advisors as curriculum co-chair. Riordan
has been an Apple enthusiast since 1983.

Ba Duan Jin Qigong Exercise  NEW
Ba Duan Jin Qigong, which dates back to the Song Dynasty (960-1279), is a complete
set of exercises that was passed down from ancient China. It was developed based on
the classic Chinese medicine theory and practices. Ba Duan Jin is composed of eight
movements that are relatively simple and can be practiced at any place or time and
by people of all ages. It is very beneficial. If practiced on a regular basis over time, Ba
Duan Jin exercise will significantly yield positive health effects.
6 Fridays, September 23 – October 28
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus
Seminar limit: 15
Dr. Ping Yang worked as a design engineer in China after graduating from college.
Her dream about an advanced degree brought her to Manhattan, Kansas, where
she received her master’s degree in grain science. Then she went to the University
of Illinois and obtained her Ph.D. in agricultural and biological engineering. She also
holds an MBA from the University of Dayton. Dr. Yang currently works as a principal
research scientist at Cargill. As a native Chinese, Dr. Yang is very passionate about
her cultural heritage. She often finds answers from the classic Chinese teachings for
modern-day challenges. Ba Duan Jin is one of Dr. Yang’s daily routines, and she is
excited to share the ancient body-mind exercise with you!

Unlocking the Mysteries of the Cosmos II
How does the universe work? Can we eliminate evil? Is the universe spooky? Would
you like to have some fun exploring the science of quantum mechanics? Would you
like to explore answers to these and similar questions? Is it possible to answer these
questions without needing pesky mathematics or mysterious scientific thinking? We
will spend a few minutes each session with clips from recent DVDs developed by well-
known scientists and thinkers and then will flesh out some of the ideas and thinking
that are involved including the science, religion and philosophy. We will also help your
understanding of: black holes, dark mass, dark energy, wormholes, the weirdness of
quantum mechanics (e.g., entanglement, reality, waves). Come and join us to explore
the recent advances in science and theology.
Rick Cothern taught physics and chemistry at UD (1965-1978), advised M.S. students and was involved in developing laboratories here in nuclear physics and environmental physics, as well as a surface laboratory at UDRI. He worked for the USEPA in Washington, D.C. for 20 years including involvement in stratospheric ozone depleters, radioactivity in drinking water and the Science Advisory Board. He has taught environmental and energy courses at the George Washington University, the University of Maryland, Hood College and American University. He has produced over 100 scientific papers and edited and written 15 books in the environmental area. He has studied theology and pastoral care at Wesley Theological Seminary in Washington, D.C. Cothern is a volunteer chaplain at Bethany Village, where he also teaches Bible, and is a volunteer chaplain at Hospice of Dayton.

Cothern is allergic (sensitive) to many manmade chemicals, including aftershave lotions and perfumes. In accordance with the statement from the Centers for Disease Control, please refrain from or limit your use of these on class day.

*This seminar is independent of the first in this series (Unlocking the Mysteries of the Cosmos I).

**Warm Water Therapy**

We will construct a warm water therapy program that is based on your individual needs. Let the warmth of 95-degree water relax your joints and soothe your musculoskeletal system. A library of guided therapeutic movements will be offered for your selection as you learn to build your personal aquatic program. It is important that you arrive early to change and be in the pool by starting time.

6 Fridays, September 23 – October 28
10–10:45 a.m. at the Franciscan Center Aquatic Center

Seminar Limit: 15
Requirements: Swimsuit and towel.

**Dr. Jack Harless**, a physical therapist and doctor of chiropractic practice, is the manager of The Franciscan Center.

**Culinary Seminar**

Dorothy Lane Market Culinary Director Carrie Walters will select various DLM chefs to give cooking demonstrations during this four-week seminar. In the state-of-the-art DLM Culinary Center, each week a chef will demonstrate the preparation of a specific dish, for example, how to make an apple pie or how to sear meats. The chefs will offer tips and helpful suggestions and answer questions. Participants will enjoy sampling the chefs’ savory creations.

4 Fridays, September 23 – October 14
10–11:30 a.m. at the Dorothy Lane Market Culinary Center at the Washington Square Shopping Center, Far Hills Avenue and Whipp Road

Seminar limit: 40
Fee: $40
Rosemary Starr received her nursing degree from Mercy Central School of Nursing in Grand Rapids, Michigan. She is a 20-year UDOLLI member and has served four terms on the UDOLLI board of advisors.

Peggy Neary is manager of the Dorothy Lane Market Culinary Center.

Exercises for Chronic Fatigue and Pain
Utilizing a combination of slow, gentle, active and dynamic warm-ups, tai chi and guided meditation, this six-week seminar will help you initiate patterns of movement that have been found to benefit those with chronic fatigue and pain.

6 Fridays, September 23 – October 28
11–11:45 a.m. at the Franciscan Center Aquatic Center
Seminar Limit: 15

Dr. Jack Harless, a physical therapist and doctor of chiropractic practice, is the manager of The Franciscan Center.

Adventures with Samsung Galaxy Smartphones
Want to learn more about how to operate your Samsung smartphone? This is a hands-on workshop for Samsung Galaxy devices, including the S4, S5, S6 and S7. In addition, this can be instructive for the Samsung Note series. Each of these smartphones has similar software and utilizes the Android operating system.

4 Fridays, September 23 – October 14
12:30–2:30 p.m. at River Campus

Claire Lea graduated with a degree in zoology from Ohio University, with an internship in medical technology. She once earned the nickname “Inspector Gadget” from a co-worker who was amused by her fascination with anything electronic that could be handheld. Her first smartphone was a Palm Treo, and she progressed through numerous sophisticated digital devices before acquiring her Galaxy S6 last year. Dan Lea is co-moderator for this seminar.

The English Reformation NEW
This seminar is about the religious turmoil in England during the reign of the Tudors, 1485–1603, covering the Wars of the Roses and the reign of Henry VII, the first Tudor monarch; Martin Luther and his influences; Henry VIII; Edward VI; Mary (Bloody Mary) I; and Elizabeth I. The seminar concludes with a presentation of highlights from my two trips to England and a Smithsonian video showing Tudor architecture and the beautiful English countryside.

4 Fridays, October 21 – November 11 (Note: later start date)
3–5 p.m. at River Campus
Recommended: Bring only paper and pen to write notes, if desired.

Kathy Simcox holds two bachelor’s degrees, one of which is in comparative studies, where she found her passion for England and its history. Simcox has been to England twice and has conducted lectures on these trips all over Ohio, as well as taught her English Reformation class all over Ohio.
**SELECTED TOPICS**

**“The Mound Builders”**

When early explorers came to the Ohio Valley region, they found numerous mysterious earthen structures in the forms of mounds, enclosures and effigies. This program explores many of the area’s earthworks and the ancient people who built them, their reasons and fates. It will also touch on new discoveries, some of the geological aspects of the areas in which the earthworks were built and recent, updated theories on how the first people migrated to the Americas. Please note, this program was not included in “A Multifarious Series” in 2015.

Friday, September 23
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Mark W. Risley is a retired airline flight operations coordinator and an advocate of history. He is past president of the Oakwood Historical Society, past co-chair of the Oakwood Preservation Trust and a distinguished moderator for UDOLL. He served on the steering committee for events commemorating the 100th anniversary of Dayton’s Great Flood of 1913. He has been involved with UDOLL since 2007 on a variety of topics such as aviation, meteorology and architecture.

**America’s Best Idea: Celebrating 100 Years of the National Park Service**   NEW

In 1916, Woodrow Wilson signed the National Park Service Organic Act. Subsequently, over 400 parks and historic sites have been added. Enjoy the history of the National Park Service and how it has been able to preserve these sites for our perpetual enjoyment.

Friday, September 30
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Bill Deitzer has hiked in 51 national parks and in all 50 U.S. states. He is a member of the 900 Miler Club, having hiked all 800 trail miles in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. He also completed seven hikes to the bottom of the Grand Canyon. Deitzer is retired as CFO of Cincinnati State Technical and Community College.

**Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option**

Natural burial is the ultimate way to return to the earth upon death. The Catholic Church teaches us that our bodies (or the cremated remains) are best kept in an appropriately reverent vessel when interred. Natural burial in a beautiful biodegradable casket, shroud or urn allows us to keep the faith liturgy promise while rendering the immediate release back to the earth many desire.

In this seminar you will learn:

- The definition of a natural burial, a modern approach to an ancient practice.
- How choosing this alternative is good for the environment.
- What you need to know about the differences in planning a Mass of Christian Burial.
- What a graveside service in the St. Kateri Preserve for Natural Burial can look like.
- The specifics about choices to make in planning a final disposition of the body with a funeral home.
- What biodegradable caskets, shrouds and urns look like.
• How native plants, trees and wildflowers decorate the grounds and what you can add to them.
• What opportunities there are to memorialize a loved one with an engraved stone.
You’ll also hear the story of St. Kateri, first Native American saint and patron saint of the environment. The seminar will be held at Calvary Cemetery

Friday, October 7
9:30–11:30 a.m., at Calvary Cemetery with a tour of the St. Kateri Preserve included in this time.

Rick Meade, executive director of Calvary Cemetery, will lead the seminar with a variety of guest speakers including clergy, funeral home personnel, ecologists and others.

Get to Know the Smart Car   NEW
Looking for a car that is fun, economical, environmentally friendly and puts a smile on your face? If so, the smart car might just be the car for you. Using a mix of classroom and hands-on information, this one-day seminar will introduce you to the Smart car, the small two-seat car engineered by Mercedes-Benz. Prepare to be amazed!

Friday, October 14
12:30–4:30 p.m. at River Campus

John Sheehan retired from Wright-Patterson AFB in 2006 as the chief of ground safety for the Air Force Materiel Command. His active duty Air Force career included assignments in the United Kingdom and Turkey. He bought one of the first Smart cars in Southwest Ohio in 2008 and is now on his third Smart, a 2011 model. He is a moderator on two Smart car websites, smartcarofamerica.com and clubsmartcar.com. He has hosted eight annual Ohio April Fools Smart car rallies and helped organize two national Smart car conventions in Kansas City (2010) and Denver (2013).

A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker   NEW
A brief summary of the strange circumstances of becoming a scuba diver at age 44 and subsequently learning to travel and dive the world, learning to shoot and film underwater, gaining knowledge of the unique marine life that exists and producing films. We will watch a 30-minute film titled Amazing Dive Adventures: Indonesia 2012. This film has local culture, strange marine life unknown to most people and some interesting animal behavior. After the film, there will be a question-and-answer session.

Friday, October 28
9:30–11:30 a.m. at River Campus

Mary Anne Pedoto retired in 1994 from a family business. Since then, she has logged in excess of 2,000 dives in many areas of the world, gaining knowledge of marine life from many professional marine biologists and underwater photographers and filmmakers.
SATURDAY SEMINAR

Memory Health: The Good, the Bad and the Beautiful   NEW
Attendees will:

1. Review irreversible and reversible causes for memory loss and learn how to manage.
2. Review a list of medications that can contribute to memory loss and learn how to manage.
3. Review the evidence behind nutrition and dietary supplements to treat memory loss.

Saturday, October 1
10 a.m.–12 p.m. at River Campus

Dr. Cathy Rosenbaum is a holistic clinical pharmacist who has traveled to China to study herbal research and global health care solutions. She has a background in the pharmaceutical industry, hospital-based practice, academia, medication quality/safety and integrative health, consulting and coaching. She is a published author, national radio show host and international speaker.

SPECIAL SESSION

Great Play, Great Fiction, Great Fun!   NEW
We start with perhaps America’s finest play, Death of a Salesman, then wend our way through nine prize-winning stories in Ken Liu’s collection, The Paper Menagerie: “The Bookmaking Habits of Select Species,” “State Change,” “The Perfect Match,” “Good Hunting,” “The Regular,” “The Paper Menagerie,” “An Advanced Readers’ Picture Book of Comparative Cognition,” “The Waves” and “Mono no Aware,” and then finish with Richard Hooker’s MASH — yes, the original. How will these authors’ attitudes compare with ours?

All three works are available online (some free) and in libraries and bookstores.

Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15
12:30–3 p.m. at River Campus

Frank Henninger designed and directed UD’s American studies program. A student of cultures, he has taught American and world literatures since 1958 and continuously for UDOLL since 1997, exploring the profound truths in great writing.

FOOD DRIVE:

Fall 2016: Monday, October 10 through Friday, October 14
Winter 2017: Monday, February 13 through Friday, February 17
Spring 2017: Monday, April 3 through Friday, April 7
Speakers Bureau

We welcome the opportunity to share our joy of lifelong learning with everyone. If you would like for someone to speak to your church, professional organization or club about the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Dayton please contact Julie Mitchell at jmitchell1@udayton.edu.

The Fantastic Flyer Follies

For people who enjoy singing, moving to music and telling stories. Join our senior musical revue, the Fantastic Flyer Follies. Learn routines under the direction of Jacqueline Heman, then hit the road with us as we take our show to local assisted living centers and bring smiles and entertainment to our peers. Open to everyone and anyone with a performing urge. No prior training necessary.

$80 per semester

To indicate interest call 937-229-2347 or email jmitchell1@udayton.edu.

UDOLLI Special Events

Be sure to attend these UDOLLI special events and bring a friend. This is a wonderful way to introduce our program to others!

Sunday, September 18, UDOLLI Fall Program Kick-Off

Thursday, November 3, UDOLLI Poetry Reading featuring Gary Mitchner
ADDITIONAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

Severe Weather and Other Community Emergencies
UDOLLI seminars will be cancelled when the University of Dayton is closed for inclement weather. If the situation is ambiguous, there will be a message on the office phone at 937-229-2347. Listen for details on WHIO-TV or WHIO-AM/FM radio.

Housekeeping
“Your mother doesn’t work here,” so please help by keeping classrooms and common areas clean.

Lunch
Options include the River Campus cafeteria, ArtStreet Café, Barrett Dining Room and nearby restaurants – or you may bring a brown-bag lunch.

Quiet in the Halls
Socializing is highly encouraged, but not outside seminars in progress.

Seminar Liaison
UDOLLI members act as seminar liaisons for the moderators, helping to ensure that announcements are made, equipment is set up and handouts are distributed. Not only are seminar liaisons essential to the smooth functioning of UDOLLI, but volunteering as a liaison also provides an opportunity to become better acquainted with moderators and classmates.

Training will be provided! If you would like to volunteer to be a seminar liaison, please contact the UDOLLI office at 937-229-2605. Thank you!

Dates to Remember

**UDOLLI Winter 2017**
January 17 – February 27
Moderator Orientation Wednesday, January 11

**UDOLLI Spring 2017**
March 13 – May 5
Moderator Orientation Wednesday, March 8

**UDOLLI Summer 2017**
May 11* and June 7
*Includes annual meeting and moderator appreciation luncheon.

Grants
We want UDOLLI seminars to be available to all who wish to participate. If you need financial help, please call Julie Mitchell at 937-229-2605 in the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education. All requests are confidential.

UDOLLI Privileges
Your UDOLLI name tag gives you access to:

- University Libraries.
- The Barrett Dining Room in Kennedy Union.
- The RecPlex (membership fee required).
- UD Bookstore.
- ArtStreet Café.
- Travel with UD faculty. Call 937-229-2347 for more information.

Seminars fill quickly! Please send your registration on or after August 10, 2016.
There are 78 seminars in all; 40 are new, 21 are repeated favorites and 17 are updated.
THANK YOU, MODERATORS

Without the moderators who volunteer their time and expertise, we could not have the UDOLLI program.
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THANK YOU, CONTRIBUTORS

Thank you to all the Life Members, Distinguished Service Life Members, friends and financial supporters. Your support and hard work have contributed greatly to UDOLLI.
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Dear UDOLLI Members,

Express your UDOLLI pride with merchandise that has been created with you in mind. UDOLLI has partnered with the University of Dayton Bookstore to showcase a collection of apparel and gifts that allow you to show your support of this special program in a subtle and professional way. The initial product launch includes men’s and women’s golf shirts, baseball caps and travel mugs adorned with UDOLLI logos. The items from this collection are perfect for the classroom, a Flyer basketball game or any occasion. The proceeds from items purchased from this collection will support UDOLLI initiatives and programming. Items can be purchased at the UD Bookstore or online at bookstore.udayton.edu/udolli.
Other Programs at UD

SENIOR FELLOWS

If you are 60 years of age or better, you can become a UD Senior Fellow. Membership in the Senior Fellows program includes the privilege of attending any two classes for which you meet the prerequisite — graduate or undergraduate — each term on an audit basis. (Books and special fees are extra.)

DAYTON CELEBRATION CHORUS

The Dayton Celebration Chorus is an adult community chorus that serves the city of Dayton and the Miami Valley. There is no audition. Open to all interested adult singers, the chorus sings a diverse repertoire of both sacred and secular choral literature, with an emphasis on American music. Founded in 2003 as the Schuster Center Celebration Choir, the organization was first sponsored by the Victoria Theatre Association. In 2014 the group affiliated with the University of Dayton Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education.

Our performance venues have included the Schuster Performing Arts Center, Courthouse Square Grande Illumination, Kroc Center, Dayton Art Institute, Victoria Theatre, The Greene, UD Arena, Fifth Third Field and various churches and retirement communities. Chorus members have enjoyed performance opportunities with the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra’s holiday festival community chorus, the UD New Horizons Music, the Miami Valley Symphony and various guest artists and conductors. DCC has also been selected annually to sing the national anthem for Dayton Dragons games at Fifth Third Field.

For registration information, please visit udayton.edu/continuing_education/noncredit_offerings/daytoncelebrationchorus.

NEW HORIZONS MUSIC

Learn to play music in a band as a senior adult — even if you have no musical experience! Playing music is a special joy that will help you maintain mental and physical health. It is also a way of experiencing life — playing music from the past keeps us in touch with those feelings; daily practice keeps us active in the present; and striving for new goals attaches us to the future. One band member describes it as “serious fun.”

As a member of New Horizons Music, you will meet new friends and work with them as a team to learn music for concerts and other performances in the community. New Horizons ensembles typically perform many times each year in venues ranging from formal concerts to shopping malls and from parks to retirement and nursing homes.

UD New Horizons Music offers adults 50 years of age or better the opportunity to begin a musical instrument and provides a re-entry point for those who have been away from active music making for many years. Instruments taught include: flute, oboe, bassoon, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone, tuba and percussion.

For registration information, please visit udayton.edu/continuing_education/senior_programs/nhmp.

SEMINARS IN SEARCH OF A MODERATOR

- Art Appreciation 101
- Climate Change Issues
- Conversational French or Spanish
- Geography

- Good Side of Higher Taxes
- What Makes a Piece of Art a Masterpiece
- World Religions
- 2016 Election Issues Analysis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:30-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:30-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:30-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:30-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>9:30-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Back to the ‘60s</td>
<td>□ Community Connectivity: Moving from Ideas to Action</td>
<td>□ Creating Modern Diplomacy, Balance of Power and World Order: Part II</td>
<td>□ The Evolution of Citizens’ Rights in America</td>
<td>□ Key Events in American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ American Film Noir 2</td>
<td>□ Baseball Films: A Window to Our Culture and History</td>
<td>□ Creative Writing Workshop</td>
<td>□ The Ever-Growing, Ever-Changing English Language</td>
<td>□ Ba Duan Jin Qigong Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Circadian Arrhythmia</td>
<td>□ Enhancing One’s Personal Life</td>
<td>□ With Liberty and Justice for All: Ethics and the Political Economy</td>
<td>□ Selected Supreme Court Cases in Historical Context</td>
<td>□ Unlocking The Mysteries of the Cosmos II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Dining in Dayton</td>
<td>□ Introduction to Apple iPhone</td>
<td>□ Vietnam War Experiences of Combat Veterans</td>
<td>□ Discovering MetroParks</td>
<td><strong>10-10:45 a.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ The Hidden Impact of Hearing Loss</td>
<td>□ Learning from Others</td>
<td>□ History of Classical Music Part 5</td>
<td>□ The Great War: New Perspectives</td>
<td>□ Warm Water Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:30-2:30 p.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>12:30-2:30 p.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>12:30-2:30 p.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>12:30-2:30 p.m.</strong></td>
<td><strong>10-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ The Supremes: Judicial Hits or Flops?</td>
<td>□ Components of Fitness</td>
<td>□ Genealogy is Fun!</td>
<td>□ Discover Your Watershed in Southwest Ohio</td>
<td>□ Exercises for Chronic Fatigue and Pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Pens of Power in Dayton, Ohio</td>
<td>□ The Dayton Soldiers’ Home / Dayton VA</td>
<td>□ Setting Personal and Professional Boundaries</td>
<td>□ Europe 103: History of Great European Cities</td>
<td><strong>12:30-2:30 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Alzheimer’s Disease from the Caregiver’s Perspective</td>
<td>□ Travel Adventures 2016</td>
<td>□ Photography for Digital Single Lens Reflex Camera</td>
<td>□ Beginners Guitar</td>
<td>□ Adventures with Samsung Galaxy Smartphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Energy Alternatives: The Science Behind the Headlines</td>
<td>□ Build the Business of Your Dreams</td>
<td>□ A Look Behind the Scenes of Opera</td>
<td>□ Beginners Guitar</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ The Francis Effect</td>
<td>□ Railroad Empire</td>
<td>□ <strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
<td><strong>4-6 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Agatha Christie: Queen of the Plot Twist</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ I Tried Opera!</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Woodland Cemetery and Arboretum</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ History of Hitler’s Empire Part II</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Car Crazy</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Investing for Today’s Climate</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Inside Dayton Athletics</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Great Decisions 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Session</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Monday, September 12 – Thursday, September 15</strong> (4 days)</td>
<td>□ Tennis Instruction</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10-10:45 a.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ Warm Water Therapy</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ Culinary Seminar</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11-11:45 a.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ Exercises for Chronic Fatigue and Pain</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:30-2:30 p.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ Adventures with Samsung Galaxy Smartphones</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-5 p.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selected Topics</strong></td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, September 23</strong></td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, September 30</strong></td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ “The Mound Builders”</td>
<td>□ The English Reformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, October 7</strong></td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:30-11:30 a.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
<td>□ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial Option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, October 14</strong></td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:30-4:30 p.m.</strong></td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
<td>□ Get to Know the Smart Car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, October 28</strong></td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
<td>□ A Grandmother Who Became an Underwater Filmmaker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enclosed is my donation in the amount of $ __________________________

Name ____________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP _________________________________________________

Telephone _____________________________________________________

☐ Please use my donation for a grant.

I have enclosed a matching gift form ☐ yes ☐ no

Please accept my gift in ☐ honor ☐ memory

of ______________________________________________________________

Send notification of honor/memory gift to:

Name ____________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP __________________________________________________

Please check if applicable.

☐ I have included UDOLLI or UD in my estate plan.

☐ I am interested in life income or other deferred giving plans.

Please return this form with your check made payable to the

University of Dayton/OLLI to:

University of Dayton
Special Programs and Continuing Education
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-7011

To donate online go to:

udayton.edu/give

Please charge my (check one)

_____ Visa _____ MasterCard _____ Discover

Card number________________________________

3-digit V code (from reverse side of card) ______________________

Exp. date___________ Signature__________________________________

Thank you so much. Your gifts are critical to our success.
CONNECTING GENERATIONS & CULTURES

A UDOLLI Program
A way to share your skills and expand your knowledge

Connecting Generations & Cultures is all about understanding other generations and cultures, learning from each other and creating positive outcomes while working together. The connection possibilities are endless!

The program connects UDOLLI to the Dayton area community and the community to UDOLLI’s highly educated, experienced and talented members like you. With age comes wisdom and experience that can be priceless to others. This program is designed to let you make a difference and share your experience and talents where they can do the most good in the community.

Our program is envisioned as a clearinghouse to match community needs with the experience and brainstorming skills you already possess in a wide array of professions from management to parenting. Your connection could be for a single project or an ongoing program. There may be several of you involved in the same activity, or it might be just you. We will do our best to match your interests, enthusiasm and time to an organization's objectives. For example:

- Meet with high school students about career opportunities.
- Connect with UD's international students to share American culture while learning about their homelands.
- Use your professional talents to problem-solve with a civic, cultural or educational institution.
- Engage in discussion and planning sessions for organizations in need of guidance.

These are just a few ideas. Our program is open to any organization in the Dayton area. You may even have a suggestion for a group we can connect with. Our UDOLLI seminars allow our moderators to impart their knowledge to you and now you can do the same for others in our community. Everyone has something to offer.

When we experimented with this concept our results were both exciting and gratifying. One of our members taught a class at a Dayton charter school called Communicating for Success, which dealt with issues on how to succeed in the workplace and in life. We conducted a discussion session with this same charter school using a Kettering Foundation/National Issues Forums Institute topic “Success in School.” The students and UDOLLI member participants found it fun and educational. Everyone learned something new from one another and some attitudes were even changed. One of our members also provided professional facilitation services for a nonprofit group for organizational and strategic planning.

We learn not just in a classroom but also by connecting and by cooperating with other people to help solve problems and make things better than they are. The opportunities for connections and success are limitless.

For more information and to see how easy it is to get involved, contact our executive director, Julie Mitchell.

SOME WORDS OF CAUTION

The views and opinions expressed in the UDOLLI seminars are strictly those of the moderators and their guest speakers. Although an overview of the seminar and the moderator's bio have been reviewed and approved by the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Dayton, the entire contents of the seminars have not been reviewed and approved.

In addition, because the advice or information given by a moderator or guest speaker may not coincide with your own particular circumstances, we urge you to:

- Consult your broker or financial adviser before acting on implied or actual recommendations concerning the investment of your money.
- Consult your doctor before following any moderator’s or guest speaker’s suggestions pertaining to consumption of medically related products or other medical advice.
REGISTRATION AND RELATED INFORMATION

General information. Review these items for important and helpful information.

- The $80 registration fee per session entitles you to select as many seminars during that session as you wish.
- Payment is due when you register.
- Participants are enrolled in the order that registrations are received.
- You can register for UDOLLI seminars by mail, telephone or online. In an attempt to provide equal registration opportunities for all participants, hand deliveries/walk-in registrations will not be accepted.
- After registering, the confirmation packet containing seminar registration, parking information and instructions on how to obtain a parking permit will be mailed to you.
- Seminars may be cancelled if fewer than 10 persons register. You will be notified should that occur.
- Once a seminar reaches its specified “seminar limit,” you are wait-listed and notified if an opening occurs.
- If you cannot attend the first day of your seminar, please notify the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education, 937-229-2347; otherwise, you may be dropped from the seminar.

About refunds. To receive a refund of your $80 registration fee, please notify the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education, 937-229-2347, by Sept. 12, 2016. After that date, refunds are not given; however, substitution of participants is always acceptable.

Parking permits. There is a fee of $30 for each parking permit.

While you may park off campus, parking on University grounds and campus requires a valid University parking permit. A valid UD permit is necessary even if parking in a handicapped-designated space. During registration, you may request a permit to park on campus.

The R1 permit is also valid on the main campus. Open parking from 7:30 p.m. - 6:30 a.m. weekdays; open parking (without a permit) is allowed on weekends.

To obtain a parking permit, please indicate your parking intentions/requirements by checking the appropriate box on the registration page. Your confirmation letter will include instructions on how to receive the permit if you have requested one.

Once received, please keep your permit in a safe place for use during the term. Remember to display it properly from the rearview mirror. Lost or stolen permits as well as parking citations are the responsibility of the member. Replacement permits cost $30 per person, per permit.

If your seminar is held off site. You are responsible for transportation to and from a seminar held off site. A UD parking permit is not required.

If you wish to ride the RTA. RTA customer service, 937-425-8300, gives schedule, route and senior discount information.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES

You can register for UDOLLI seminars by mail, telephone or online. In an attempt to provide equal registration opportunities for all participants, hand deliveries/walk-in registrations will no longer be accepted. Due to the popularity of UDOLLI seminars, please register promptly and whenever applicable, please indicate first, second and/or third choices.

To register by mail
1. Complete the registration form on Page 51.
2. If you pay by check or money order, make it payable to “University of Dayton.” If you pay by credit card, complete the method of payment information and your signature.
3. Any registrations received before the opening of registration on Aug. 10 will have to be resubmitted. All mail-in registrations must be postmarked after that date.
4. Mail to:
   University of Dayton  
   Special Programs and Continuing Education  
   300 College Park  
   Dayton, Ohio 45469-7011

To register by telephone (beginning Aug. 10 at 9 a.m.)
Call 937-229-2347 to talk with an Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education administrative assistant. If registering by telephone, you may be requested to submit the completed registration form on Page 51. If you receive a recorded message, please leave your name, telephone number and seminar selections.

To register online (beginning Aug. 10 at 9 a.m.) Each registrant will need to have his/her own individual email address. (Payment is required at the time of registration). While there are several methods to register, the online choice is recommended.

To access the registration site, there are two options:
1. Visit the main UDOLLI webpage at go.udayton.edu/udlli. Click the navigation link “Fall 2016 Seminars.” Click “Online Registration.” Choose the prompt to create a new account, then complete and submit seminar selections.
2. Go directly to the online registration site at: go.udayton.edu/udolli/register

Attendance
You are encouraged to attend all seminars and activities for which you have registered. Regular attendance is important in securing all moderators (new and repeat). Moderators volunteer their time — no honorarium is given for their participation.

- If you are registered for seminars and circumstances prevent you from attending — either before the session begins or after the session has started — please call the Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education at 937-229-2347 to cancel your seminar registration.
- An early cancellation helps another member attend a seminar that has been closed out.
- Do not attend a seminar for which you have not registered because some seminars have participant limits or require text readings or materials.
UDOLLI FALL 2016 REGISTRATION FORM

Due to the popularity of UDOLLI seminars, please register promptly and whenever applicable, indicate first, second and/or third choices.

Name ____________________________________________ Phone ___________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________ State _______ ZIP __________ Phone ________
Date of Birth ______________________ County __________________

Emergency Contact
Name ____________________________________________ Phone __________________

☐ University of Dayton Alumnus Class of 19 _________
   Email Address _________________________________
☐ Will need a parking permit for the UD parking lot
   R1 ($30 fee). UD employees or UD retirees may
   already have a valid campus permit.
☐ Will not need a parking permit. (Taking the bus
to campus, already have a permit, etc.)

Method of payment (seminar fee $80) (parking fee $30):
Payment for: Seminar Fee _________ ☐ Check/money order to UD ☐ Life Member
   Parking Fee ___________ ☐ UD/OLLI tuition remission form ☐ Moderator
   Other Fees ___________ ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover ☐ Spouse of Moderator
   Card number __________________________ Exp. date ________ 3-digit V code from reverse side of card _________
   Total __________________ Signature _______________________

Mondays
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ Back to the ’60s
☐ Photographers Today!
☐ American Film Noir 2
☐ Circadian Arhythmia
☐ Dining in Dayton
☐ The Hidden Impact of Hearing Loss
12:30-2:30 p.m.
☐ Sam’s Favorites: The Groups
☐ The Supremes: Judicial Hits or Flops?
☐ Pens of Power in Dayton, Ohio
☐ Alzheimer’s Disease from the
   Caregiver’s Perspective
☐ Energy Alternatives: The Science
   Behind the Headlines
☐ The Francis Effect
3:30-5 p.m.
☐ Agatha Christie: Queen of the Plot
   Twist
☐ I Tried Opera!
☐ Woodland Cemetery and Arboretum
☐ History of Hitler’s Empire Part II

Tuesdays
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ Community Connectivity: Moving from
   Ideas to Action
☐ Jesus in Luke’s Gospel
☐ Baseball Films: A Window to Our
   Culture and History
☐ Enhancing One’s Personal Life
☐ Introduction to Apple iPhone
☐ Learning from Others
12:30-2:30 p.m.
☐ Let’s Learn More Zen-tangle
☐ Components of Fitness
☐ The Dayton Soldiers’ Home / Dayton VA
☐ Travel Adventures 2016
☐ Build the Business of Your Dreams
☐ Railroad Empire
3:30-5:30 p.m.
☐ The Grateful Dead, Iconic Rock Band:
   Their Evolution, Their Music, Their
   Following, Their Resilience
☐ Basic American Sign Language
☐ Literature About Small Towns
☐ History of Science Fiction Part 2
☐ Fred’s Big Band Bash
3:30-4:45 p.m.
☐ Unraveling Some Mysteries of
   the Universe

Wednesdays
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ Creating Modern Diplomacy, Balance of
   Power and World Order: Part II
☐ Creating Photo Books with iPad and
   Shutterfly Photo Story
☐ Creative Writing Workshop
☐ With Liberty and Justice for All:
   Ethics and the Political Economy
☐ Vietnam War Experiences of Combat
   Veterans
12:30-2:30 p.m.
☐ History of Classical Music Part 5
☐ The History of American Politics and
   Recent Political Events
☐ Genealogy is Fun!
☐ Setting Personal and Professional
   Boundaries
☐ Photography for Digital Single Lens
   Reflex Camera
☐ A Look Behind the Scenes of Opera
3:30-5:30 p.m.
☐ The Grateful Dead, Iconic Rock Band:
   Their Evolution, Their Music, Their
   Following, Their Resilience
☐ Basic American Sign Language
☐ Literature About Small Towns
☐ History of Science Fiction Part 2
☐ Fred’s Big Band Bash
3:30-4:45 p.m.
☐ Unraveling Some Mysteries of
   the Universe

Thursdays
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ ‘The Evolution of Citizens’ Rights in
   America
☐ Country Rock
☐ The Ever-Growing, Ever-Changing
   English Language
☐ Selected Supreme Court Cases in
   Historical Context
12:30-2:30 p.m.
☐ Discovering MetroParks
☐ The Great War: New Perspectives
☐ 20th Century Plays: Around the
   World
☐ Discover Your Watershed in Southwest
   Ohio
3:30-5:30 p.m.
☐ Financial Success in Retirement
☐ The Papacy and the Bishops of Rome
☐ Europe 103: History of Great European
   Cities
☐ Beginners Guitar
4:45-6 p.m.
☐ Tennis Instruction

Fridays
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ Key Events in American History
☐ Bring a MacBook Laptop and Learn
   Tips and Tricks
☐ Ba Duan Jin Qigong Exercise
☐ Unlocking The Mysteries of the
   Cosmos II
10-10:45 a.m.
☐ Warm Water Therapy
10-11:30 a.m.
☐ Culinary Seminar
11-11:45 a.m.
☐ Exercises for Chronic Fatigue and Pain
12:30-2:30 p.m.
☐ Adventures with Samsung Galaxy
   Smartphones
3-5 p.m.
☐ The English Reformation

Selected Topics
Friday, September 23
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ “The Mound Builders”
Friday, September 30
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ Celebrating 100 Years of the National
   Park Service
Friday, October 7
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ Natural Burial: The Sustainable Burial
   Option
Friday, October 14
12:30-4:30 p.m.
☐ Get to Know the Smart Car
Friday, October 28
9:30-11:30 a.m.
☐ A Grandmother Who Became an
   Underwater Filmmaker

Special Session
Monday, September 12 – Thursday,
September 15 (4 days)
12:30-2:30 p.m.
☐ Great Plays, Great Fiction, Great Fun!
Saturday, October 1
10 a.m.-12 p.m.
☐ Memory Health: The Good, the Bad and the Beautiful
Online registration now available. See page 50 for details.
Mailed registration must be postmarked Aug. 10 or later; no walk-ins or hand delivery will be accepted. Requests received before that date will not be honored and will have to be resubmitted.